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“Ethnic democracy: an ethnographic account of terror of India’s counter-terror agencies”

This paper demonstrates how a community stigmatized as producer of terrorism felt terrorized. It focuses on a conference, organized after the bomb blasts in BJP’s 2013 election rally in Patna by Inṣāf Manch “for justice against the anti-democratic and repressive actions of the NIA [National Investigation Agency]”, which conducted raids to arrest “terrorists.” My principal contention is that the premise that democracy is antithetical to terror is flimsy because terror assigned to terrorists also constitute democracy—in India and West alike. The paper proceeds as follows. Against the dominant views according to which BJP held its rally in Bihar ruled by “enemy”, Nitish Kumar, in part I, I show that it was the blasts, which fashioned the enemy as “Islamic terrorism.” TV channels first showed the police arrest a Hindu youth. Soon, however, media and political parties began to mobilizationally blame Muslims thereby ethnifying democracy. Part II zooms in on a “terrorist” NIA arrested as a suspect for the Patna blasts. Part III discusses the formation and trajectory of Inṣāf Manch. Activating anthropology’s reformulated goal, the final part transcends academic obsession with “the real” to describe “the true” (Didier Fassin) to imagine another world.
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